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Appendix A

FISSILEMATERIALSAND WEAPON DESIGN
Steve Fetter. Valery A. Frolov. Oleg F. Prilutsky. and Roald Z. Sagdeev
This appendix describesthe fissile materials that might be detectedin a search for
nuclear weapons. The composition of the fissile material determines the type and
strength of the radiation emitted during radioactive decay,and the weapondesign
determinesthe fraction of this radiation that escapes.

COMPOSITION OF FISSILEMATERIALS
Fissile isotopesare those that can sustain a fission chain-reactionwith fast neutrons.
These reactions were the basis for fission explosionsthat destroyedHiroshima and
Nagasaki. Modern nuclear weaponsderive a large fraction of their energy from fusion
reactions,but a fission explosiveis still required to ignite the fusion fuel.
The two fissile isotopes used in US nuclear weapons are uranium-235 and
plutonium-239. Several other isotopesare also fissile (for example,uranium-233 and
plutonium-241), but they are all more costly to produceand fabricate and also more
radioactive than uranium-235 or plutonium-239.

Weapon-grade

Uranium

Naturally occurring uranium contains 0.7 percent uranium-235. Weapon-grade
uranium (WgU) is producedby using separationtechniquesto increasethe concentration ofuranium-235 to more than 90 percent.The amount ofWgU producedfor use in
US nuclear weaponsis estimated to be about 500,000kilograms! Assuming that the
United States stockpile contains about 25,000nuclear warheads,there is an average
of 20 kilograms of WgU per US warhead. For comparison,a moderate-yield fission
explosiveor thermonuclearprimary whosefissile material is WgU might contain 10-15
kilograms of WgU.2Since most modernnuclear weaponsare believed to have fission
primaries with plutonium cores,it is likely that most of the weapon-gradeuranium in
US nuclear weapons is in the so-called "thermonuclear" secondary stages of the
warheads.
We assume here that WgU contains 93.5 percent uranium-235, 5.5 percent
uranium-238, and 1 percenturanium-234.3If virgin natural uranium is used as the
feedstockfor the enrichment process,then no other uranium isotopeswill be present.
If, on the other hand, the uranium feedstockis contaminated with uranium from
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reprocessedreactor fuel, uranium-232, -233,and -236 will also be present..
Uranium-233 and uranium-236 pose no problems in small concentrations, but
uranium-232 is intensely radioactive: at a concentrationof only 0.05 parts per billion
(ppb),uranium-232 would emit high-energygammarays (energiesgreaterthan 1 MeV)
at a rate equal to that from all other uranium isotopesin WgU.4US Department of
Energy specificationsfor "natural- uranium feedstockto uranium-enrichment plants
implicitly permit uranium-232 concentrations80 times greater than this in WgU.S
As the WgU in at least somenuclear warheadsis contaminatedwith uranium-232,
the gamma-ray emissions from such warheads are much easier to detect than our
analysis suggests.A nation attempting to evadepassivedetectioncould, however,use
only virgin uranium in the enrichment process.
We assumethat the WgU in a stockpiled warhead is at least one year old. Most
stockpiled warheads contain WgU much older than this. The averageage of WgU in
the US warhead stockpileis about 30years.' The WgU in Sovietwarheadsis presumably somewhatyounger.The strength of the mostdetectablegamma-rayemissionsdoes
not, however,vary significantly with the age ofWgU.
Even if, after enrichment, WgU contains only isotopesof uranium, radioactive
decayof theseisotopeswill in time produceisotopesof many other elements. Also, in
practice, WgU will be contaminated with light elementssuch as carbon and oxygen.
Although these elementsare not bf themselvesradioactive, they can emit neutrons
when bombarded by the alpha particles released during the radioactive decay of
uranium. If light elementsare present in significant concentrations,then the rate of
neutron emissionfrom (a,n)reactionscan be larger than that from spontaneousfission
in WgU. Unfortunately, we have beenunable to determine the concentrationof lightelementimpurities in WgU. For the purposesof calculating the (a,n) reactionrate, we
have assumedan oxygenconcentrationof 0.2 per~nt by weight (roughlyits concentration in WgPu).

Weapon-grade

Plutonium

Plutonium does not exist in nature exceptas a contaminant introduced by human
activities. It is producedfrom uranium in nuclear reactors.Weapon-gradeplutonium
(WgPu)contains about 93 percentplutonium-239.The total amountofWgPu in the US
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About 1 ppb of protactinium-231, which has a haUlife of 33,000years and a thennal-neutron-eapture
cross section of 260 barns, is producedeachyear by the decayofuranium-235. Uranium-232 emits about
2.7 x lOll 2.614-MeVphotons per second per gram due to the decay of one of its radioactive daughters,
thallium-208 (see appendix B -Emission and Absorption of Radiation").
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stockpile is estimated to be about 93,000 kilograms.7This gives an average of 3-4
kilograms ofWgPu per warhead,an amount that is sufficient for a nuclear explosive.8
We have assumed that, after reprocessing(the process by which plutonium is
extracted from reactor fueD, WgPu contains only isotopes of plutonium and small
concentrationsof light elements.Trace amountsof fission products may be present in
WgPu,but theseshouldnot affectouranalysis.Onceagain,radioactivedecaywill produce
many otherisotopes.The averageageofWgPu in the US stockpileis about20years,9and
Sovietplutonium shouldbe somewhatyounger.The mostdetectablegamma-rayemission
from WgPu is 10 times strongerafter 20 yearsof decaythan after 1 year of decay.
The isotopic compositionofWgPu assumedhereis 93.5 percentplutonium-239,6.0
percentplutonium-240, 0.44percentplutonium-241,0.015 percentplutonium-242,and
0.005 percent plutonium-238!O Two other long-lived isotopes, plutonium-236 and
plutonium-244,are presentin minute concentrations.Although plutonium-244is of no
concern,plutonium-236is highly radioactive.Plutonium-236would be the major source
of high-energy gamma-rayemissionsfrom WgPu at concentrationsof as little as 10
ppb!l Since it appears that plutonium-236 is present in WgPu at concentrationsof
less than 1 ppb, we will ignore its presencein WgPu.12
Light elements,suchas lithium, beryllium, carbon,and oxygenare also presentin
small concentrations.Although we have beenunable to obtain accurateestimatesof the
concentrationsof these impurities, about 1 neutron per secondis emitted from (a,n)
reactions per gram of WgPU.13An oxygen concentration of 0.2 percent by weight
would result in an equivalent (a,n) reactionrate.
Purifying Weapon-gradePlutonium
Plutonium-239 is not a strong sourceof neutrons and gamma rays. Almost all the
radiations that are useful for passive detection are emitted by other isotopes of
plutonium. For example,97 percentof the neutron emissionfrom WgPuis due to the
spontaneousfissioning ofplutonium-240. Therefore,if the concentrationof the isotopes
other than plutonium-239could be greatlyreducedat reasonablecost,passivedetection
might be thwarted.
About 400,000neutrons per secondwould be emitted from a nuclear warhead
containing 4 kilograms of standard WgPu (see table 3 of the main article). As the
calculations in that article show,a neutron emissionrate of 1,000 per secondwould be
barely detectableoutside the warhead,and a rate of 100per secondwould beundetectable (at least by transportable instruments). This would require a factor of 400-4,000
reduction in plutonium-240 concentrations, and a factor of 20-200 reduction in
plutonium-238 and -242concentrations.The concentrationof light -elementimpurities
would also have to be reduced by one to two ordersof magnitude to reduce neutron
emissionsfrom (a,n) reactions.
Although eliminating the light-element impurities would be relatively easy,
removing undesirable plutonium isotopes would be difficult and costly. The only
existing method of isotope separationthat could achievethe high purities required is
atomic-vapor laser isotope separation (AVLIS). In this process,a laser ionizes the
unwanted (or, alternatively, the desired)isotope,which is then collectedon a charged
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plate. The proposedbut recently canceledUS Special Isotope Separation (SIS) plant
was expected to turn fuel-grade plutonium into WgPu in a single pass through an
AVLIS separationstageby reducing the plutonium-240concentrationby a factor of two
to three, and the concentrationsof other minor isotopesof plutonium by a factor of two
to six.
If a constant threefold decreasein the concentrationof plutonium-240 could be
achievedfor eachpass through an AVLIS stage,six to eight consecutivepassesthrough
a single stage, or a single pass through a seriesof six to eight identical stages,would
be required to achieve a reduction of 400-4,000. Assuming that the cost per pass or
stage is dominated by the throughput, the cost of high-purity plutonium would be
approximately six to eight times the costof the WgPu that would have beenproduced
from the SIS plant. Based on current estimates,the latter would have been roughly
$200,000 per kilogram.14 Equipping a warhead with 4 kilograms of high-purity
plutonium-239 would therefore costperhaps $5 million. Since the cost of a warhead,
including the fraction of the cost of the associated"delivery vehicle," is at least this
high, a cheater might not view the additional costof purification as intolerable!5
These costswould drop if the fractional decreasein the minor plutonium isotope
concentrations per pass could be improved so that fewer passesor stages would be
required. It is plausible that this can be achieved,even without advancesin current
AVLIS technology!6

Depleted Uranium
Depleted uranium, or the "tails" of the enrichment process,is thought to be used in
nuclear weaponsas a tamper or casematerial. Sinceit is radioactiveand can becaused
to fission by high-energyneutrons or photons,it also may be detectableusing active or
passive means. We will assume that depleted uranium contains 99.8 percent uranium-238 and 0.2 percenturanium-235.

WEAPON MODELS
The absorption and scattering of neutrons and gamma rays by the materials that
surround the fissile material must be taken into accountin any accurate estimate of
the detectabilityof fissile material. Although detailed weapondesignsare classified,the
generalcharacteristicsof nuclear weaponsare well known by now.The models that we
offer below are not intended to be representative of actual US or Soviet weapon
designs; they are merely intended to give a range including a lower bound to the
amount of radiation that would be emitted by such weapons.
A fission explosive,or the "primary" of a thermonuclear explosive,can be represented by a series of concentricspherical shells. Innermost is the fissile material. We
assumethat the outsideradius of this shelli~ 7 centimetersfor WgU and 5 centimeters
for WgPu,and that the massof the shell is 12 kilograms for WgU and 4 kilograms for
WgPU!7Surrounding the fissile material is a neutron reflector, which we assume to
be a 2-centimeter-thick shell of beryllium. (A thin shield between these components
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Table A-l: Models of fission explosives used in our analysis

Mass

Outside
radius cm

Mass
kg

WgU + depleted uranium
Empty
5.77
WgU

Beryllium
Depleted uranium
High explosive
Aluminum

0

Outside
radius cm
WgPu+ depleted uranium
Empty
4.25

0

5

4

7
10
20
21

2
52
56
14

7

12

WgPu

9
12
22
23

3
79
71
17

Beryllium
Depleted uranium
High explosive
Aluminum

182
WgU+ tungsten
Empty
WgU

Beryllium
Tungsten
High explosive
Aluminum

128
WgPu+ tungsten
Empty

5.77

0

7

12

WgPu

9
12
22
23

3
81
71
17

Beryllium
Tungsten
High explosive
Aluminum

~

kg

4.25

0

5

4

7
10
20
21

2
53
56
14

129

would prevent alpha particles produced in the fissile material from causing (a,n)
reactions in the beryllium.) Next is the "tamper" of dense material inside the high
explosive, which we assume is 3 centimeters thick. We consider two different tamper
materials here: depleted uranium,. which would produce its own characteristic gammaray emissions, and tungsten, which would act simply as a radiation shield. Surrounding the tamper is a layer of high explosive 10 centimeters thick. We assume that the
high explosive is composed of hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen in the ratio
2:1:2:2, and that it has a density of 1.9 grams per cubic centimeter!S Finally, we
represent the electronics and packaging materials by a shell of aluminum 1 centimeter

thick.
The models of the fission explosives thus derived are summarized in table A-I. The
models with WgU cores have outside radii of 23 centimeters and weigh about 180
kilograms; the models with WgPu cores have radii of 21 centimeters and weigh about

.This material might be preferred becauseit could increase the power of the nuclear explosionthrough
fissions by fast neutrons.
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130 kilograms. This is reasonablyconsistent with what is known about modem US
warheads,which are estimated to have Qutsideradii of 14-24 centimetersand to weigh
100-200 kilograms}9 Warheads exist that are significantly smaller and lighter than
our models (for example,the 155-millimeter nuclear artillery shell has a radius of 8
centimetersand a massof 44kilograms); the radiations from suchwarheadsshould be
easier to detect becauseof the smaller amount of shielding. Heavier nuclear weapons
also exist, but the radii of these cigar-shapedweaponsare about equal to those in our
models; the amount of shielding in directions perpendicular to the long axis should
therefore be about equal.2O
When comparing our models to thermonuclear warheads,one should remember
that the fusion "secondary,"which is a physically separate component,comprises a
substantial fraction of the mass of the warhead. The fissile material in the primary
might therefore be shielded in some directions (for example, in the direction of the
secondary)much more than we assume. Somehave speculated that the secondary
containsa substantial amountof fissile material in the centerof the fusion fuel, or that
depleted uranium or WgU surrounds the fusion fuel as a tamper.21Moreover,some
non-governmentanalysts assumethat a layer of depleteduranium surrounds thermonuclear warheads.If so, then thermonuclear weaponsmight be more detectablethan
suggestedby our analysis.
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